
Elite Security Services Adds Muscle to their Home Security Systems with the 

Introduction of Loud Alarm Burglar Siren.   

 

The home security systems designed by acclaimed security service provider named Elite 

Security Services has been enhanced recently. A loud alarm siren has been added to all 

their systems to beef up the domestic security of the customers of the company. Elite 

Security Services provides their cost efficient security solution in Canada and America.   

 

A new component has recently been added to the home security systems brought to the 

market by Elite Security Services. The recent addition of loud burglar alarm will certainly 

add up to the benefits offered by their highly effective security packages. Elite Security 

Services is one of the latest entrants to the domestic security market in Canada and 

America. However, they have been able to build an excellent reputation in the market, 

and are considered to be one of the fastest growing organizations in this industry. The 

company has repeatedly been making enhancements to their packages in order to provide 

more to their customers.   

 

Burglar alarms are generally found in all home security systems.   The modern day 

burglar alarms make it easy for homeowners to deter the intruders from breaking in. The 

main purpose of a burglar alarm is to let people know about the presence of an efficient 

security system in the house. The burglar alarm system from Elite Security Services uses 

a high pitch alarm to inform the homeowner about the presence of an unsolicited visitor 

to the house. Most importantly, the pitch of the alarm is loud enough for the neighbors to 

hear. Talking about the device, the president of the company Mr. Paul Shakuri said, “A 

good security system should be able to make its presence felt to the people around the 

house. This device is a valuable addition to our systems”.   

 

Mr. Shakuri is an experienced industry expert and has served many high profile clients as 

home security systems consultant. His knowledge and expertise has been highly 

instrumental behind the meteoric rise of Elite Security Services in the market. The 

company is now focused on expanding even to the remotest areas of Canada and America 

to provide security to the homeowners.   

 

 About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  

 

Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-8452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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